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Abstmet-This paper addresses the issue of call admission con- 
trol with the necesary QaS guarantee for a micddala integrated 
wireless cellular network. Specifically, we propose a new call ad- 
mission control policy called Dual-Threshold Call Admission Con- 
ml (DT-CAC) policy. It uses hw rhresholdr, one to reserve chan- 
nels for narrow-band voice handoffcalls, and the other for wide- 
band data handoff Irffic. Its unique features am: 1) it adopts the 
Complete Sharing (CS) approach that maximizes the channel em- 
ciency; 2)  it derives the opIh”  se1 of thresholds that satisfies the 
QoS target on handoff dropping probabilities for both voice and 
data traffic, while at  the same time minimizing the maximal new 
call hlwkining probability (voice or data). IQ performance is well 
supported by simulation results. 

I. INTRODUCTlON 

There has been a rapid development in wireless cellular com- 
munications. The next generation of networks are expected to 
eventually carry multimedia traffic. One of the key issues is to 
ensure that the QoS requirement of the different applications 
are guaranteed. This paper addresses the call admission control 
for a voiddata  integrated wireless cellular network. One of the 
key design goals is to limit the handoff dropping probability be- 
low a certain constraint. While cell sizes are systematically de- 
creased to enable better frequency reuse, this also considerably 
increases the number of handoffs during a mobile’s life time. 
Therefore, it becomes increasingly critical in micro or pico-cell 
wireless networks to have mechanisms that meet the following 
two challenges. First, they must maintain the handoff dropping 
probability at pre-specified target QoS levels. Second, in view 
of the increasing popularity of data services from simple short 
messages to GPRS, the networks must satisfy the different QoS 
requirements of all types of traffic. 

The Guard Channel (GC) based policies have been ex- 
tensively studied in the traditional voice-centric cellular net- 
works [4], (91. Its extension, the Fractional Guarded Channel 
(FCC) policy, is optimal for minimizing the call blocking prob- 
ability subject to a hard constraint on the call dropping proba- 
bility 181. For networks accommodating both narrow-band and 

narrow-band calls can request handoffs. Haung et al consid- 
ered a voiceldata integrated system with finite buffers [SI, but 
the boundary for channel separation is “movable” according to 
traffic condition. 

To the best of our knowledge, there have been little studies 
addressing the QoS guarantee for multiple traffic types, which 
is the objective in this paper. Specifically, we propose a new 
call admission control policy called Dual-Threshold Call Ad- 
mission Control (DT-CAC) policy, whose objective is to mini- 
mize the maximal new call blocking probability (voice or data) 
while satisfying the hard constraints on handoff dropping prob- 
abilities for both voice and data traffic. 

In order to maximize channel utilization, we adopt the CS ap- 
proach, rather than the CP approach (21, [7]. The CP approach 
divides the available channels into separate sub-pools dedicated 
to each type of traffic. On the other hand, the CS approach al- 
lows all types of traffic to access all available channels at all 
times, yielding a higher efficiency in resource utilization. 

Under such a CS scheme, we implement call admission con- 
trol as a stale-dependent decision. Specifying the control action 
at each location in the state space becomes prohibitively com- 
plex for multiple classes of traffic. It is prudent to summarize 
the control policy using much fewer parameters. This is illus- 
trated in the example of the WO-class problems discussed in 
this paper. Even with this simplification, we have to search for 
the optimal control policy in a high dimensional space, which 
is too complex for exhaustive search. Another problem is that 
the monotonic behavior of the cost functions, commonly exhib- 
ited in other schemes [8], [91, no longer holds. Thus methods 
such as gradient descent or bisection are not applicable. It is 
necessary to use an efficient and reliable technique of complex 
optimization which is not plagued by the presence of multiple 
local minima. The simulated annealing (SA) method becomes 
the natural candidate [6]. As will be shown, the method yields 
excellent results in obtaining the optimal threshold values. 

11. THE CONTROL MECHANISM . . .  - 
wide-band traffic. a two-tier resource allocation scheme was 
considered [l], [2]. Complete sharing (CS) and complete parti- 
tioning (CP) schemes were investigated, assuming that only the 

We consider a cellular network consisting of close packed 
hexagonal cells using a fixed channel allocation scheme. Each 
cell has a caDacitv of C channels. The svstem deals with two . ,  

mis wQs suppod in by a gran, from RGC ConPdf, types of traffic: voice and data with bandwidth requirements of 
HKUSTL 163/00E. 1 and B channels respectively. 
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The proposed policy is a state-dependent approach. The state 
ot a cell is described by the number of ongoing voice aid data 
calls it contains. denoted by m and n respectively. Hence, in 
the two-dimensional space of non-negative m and n, a possible 
state of the cell lies in a triangular region bounded by the in- 
equality m + Bn < C. We consider control policies in which 
there are two thresholding surfaces in the state space, one cut- 
ting off new voice calls, and the other for new data calls. In 
general, these surfaces divide the state space into four regions, 
each accepting or rejecting new voice or data calls. Finding 
the optimal curves could be an extremely complex task. It is 
therefore practical to characterize the curves by relatively few 
parameters, and restrict the search for the optimal control policy 
to this simplified parameter space. Here we considcr the follow- 
ing heuristically simple schemes using two t o j v e  parameters. 

I )  The 2-parameter Chracteriwtion: In Fig. 1, we char- 
acterize the two threshold curves as two straight lines, corre- 
sponding to the effective numbers of ongoing channels being p ,  
and pd respectively. In the states above the line m + En = pu,  
new voice calls will be rejected. Similarly, in the states above 
the line m + En = pd, new data calls will be rejected. Thus the 
conml policy consists of only three, instead of four, regions. 
When pd > pv ,  the region of rejecting only new data calls is 
absent, whereas for pv < pd. there is no region of rejecting 
only new voice calls. 

We interpret continuous values of p ,  as follows. Suppose 
there are n ongoing data calls when a new voice call arrives. 
Then the threshold T,(n) for voice calls becomes pv - En. 
The system will accept the call if there is at least 1 available 
channel and m 5 T.(n), and will accept the call with a proba- 
bility [T.(n)l if there is 1 available channel and m = lT"(n)J 
(where 111 and [zl mean the integer and fraction parts of I re- 
spectively). Otherwise the call will be blocked. The meaning 
of making pd continuous is similar. 

2) The 3-parameter Chamcreriwtion: A natural extension 
of the 2-parameter scheme is to restore the possibility of all 
the four possible regions in the state space. This can be done 
by partitioning the region between the two thresholding planes 
into two regions, each rejecting only new voice or data calls, 
as shown in Fig. 2. To maintain a fair distribution of voice and 
data calls, only new voice calls are rejected in the region with 
ongoing calls dominated by voice calls, and only new data calls 
are rejected in the other region. 

Specifically, the three parameters P I .  pz  and 8 characterize 
the three boundhes via the equations m + Bn = p l ,  m + 
Bn = pz and n = mtan8. The 2-parameter approach can 
be considered as a subset of the 3-parameter one. When the 
angle 9 is zero, the control policy reduces to one without the 
region of rejecting only new voice calls. On the other hand, 
when 0 becomes n/2, the region of rejecting only new data 
calls is absent. However, unlike the ?-parameter approach, here 
the thresholds are zig-zags. 

3) The 4-parameter Characterization: To avoid the zig-zag 
thresholds, we allow the slopes of the linear thresholds to vilry. 

To characterize each threshold, we let a. and b, be them-  and 
n-intercepts of the linear voice threshold respectively, and ad 
and bd the m- and n-intercepts of the linear data threshold re- 
spectively. as shown in Fig. 3. The policy can work with either 
only three regions if the two lines do not cross, or with four 
regions otherwise. 

4) The 5-paramerer Characteriwtion: The 5-parameter ap- 
proach can be obtained from the 3-parameter approach by v q -  
ing the intercepts of the linear thresholds as in the 4-parameter 
approach (Fig. 4). 

111. THE COST FUNCTION 

To ensure fairness of resource allocation to both classes of 
traffic, the cost function to be minimized is the maximum of 
their call blocking probabilities. Nevertheless, the method of 
simulated annealing can be generalized to various definitions 
of the function. To relate both the call blocking probabilities 
in the cost function and the call dropping probabilities in the 
QoS constraints to the parameters characterizing the control 
policy, we employ the standard queueing model based on the 
two-dimensional Markov chain. 

We assume that new calls arrive at a cell according to Poisson 
distributions with arrival rates A., and And for voice and data 
respectively. We further assume that call holding time is expo- 
nentially distributed with the averages l ipv and 11114 for voice 
and data respectively; residence time in a cell is  exponentially 
distributed, with the averages l lh ,  and l lhd  for voice and data 
respectively. 

The handoff arrival rates Ahv and Ahd at a cell, are dependent 
on the other parameters. Using the mean-field approximation 
in the case that the traffic in each cell is identically distributed, 
they can be expressed in tenns of the average number of ongo- 
ing voice and data calls per cell: 

AA" = (m)hw; Ahd = (n)hd, (1) 

where the average occupancies (m) and (n) have to obtained 
self-consistently as described below. 

The actual call arrival rate in a cell, with m voice and n data 
calls ongoing, depends on the control policy. Supposing that 
S ( n )  is the adopted thresholds for voice calls. the total call 
arrival rate At.(m,n) for voice calls is given by 

otherwise. 
(2) 

The expression of the total call arrival rate Atd for data calls can 
be derived similarly. 

We can derive the steady-state probabilities P,,,," of having 
m voice and n data calls ongoing in a cell. Consider the steady- 
state balance equations for states inside the boundaries of the 
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state space, given by 

[&dm,n) + Xtd(m,n)  + mPu + nPd1Pm.n 

A t d m  - 1,4Pm-~,n + X t d h n  - W'm,n-~. (3) 
= (m + l)PvPm+I,n + (n + l ) P d P m , n + l  + 

The balance equation along the boundaries of the state space 
can be written down in a similar way. Together with the nor- 
malization condition 

m." 

we can then obtain a set of linear independent equations which 
can be solved directly by LU decomposition. 

We can now determine the average occupancies appearing in 
(1 ) using 

m," m,.l 

However, the state probabilities P,,, in turn depend on (m) 
and (n) via the handoff arrival rates in ( I ) .  Therefore, their 
self-consistent solutions have to be found by iteration. The val- 
ues of the call blocking and dropping probabilities can then be 
calculated, 

p u d =  Pm,,,  (6 )  

P d d =  p m , n ,  (7) 

p v b =  p m , n +  P m , n ( l  - P'v(n)l), 

m+nB=C 

m+"B>C-B 

n; m>LT.(n)l n; m=LT.(n)l 

IV. THE OPTIMAL THRESHOLDS 
Simulated Annealing (SA) is a commonly used algorithm for 

optimization problems [61. when multiple local minima are pos- 
"sibly found in the landscape of the cost function E(z).  One 

starts the system with a random configuration at a very high 
temperature, and allows it to reach steady state in epochs, dur- 
ing each of which the following steps are repeated. 

1. Move to a state z' which is adjacent to state z with finite 
step size. 

2. If the Pud or Pdd cannot meet the QoS requirement, go 
back to Step 1. 

3. Accept the move if E(z') <.-E(z), or accept the move 
with probability exp[-(E(z') - E(z) ) /T]  if E(z')  > 
E(z) ,  else go back to Step 1. This ensures that the state 
probability follows the Boltzmann distribution at temper- 
ature T when it reaches the steady state. 

4. If new E ( z )  is lower than the global minimum energy 
in mem0ry.s tore the new state z as the global minimum 
energy state y. 

One then reduces the temperature very slowly until the global 
minimum energy ceases to change further. In our work, the 
temperature and step size scale as l l k ,  where k is the current 
epoch number. Consequently, the system arrives at one of the 
local energy minima that are close to the global minimum [61. 

V. RESULTS 
Simulations were performed on a hexagonal cluster of 19 

cells, with periodic boundary connections to alleviate finite size 
effects. The cell capacity C i s  30, and the parameters are given 
in Table I. We compare the theoretical and simulation values, 
and their agreement shows that the mean-field approximation 
of handoff rates are rather accurate. As shown in Figs. 5 and 
6, the DT-CAC schemes with 2.. 3-, 4- and 5-parameter charac- 
terizations yield similar results. All of them maintain dropping 
probabilities below the QoS requirements. Fig. 7 shows thecost 
function value, and the DT-CAC schemes yield similar perfor- 
mance. However, they all perform significantly better than the 
corresponding CP scheme. 

To test whether the proposed method works with more strin- 
gent QoS requirements, we divide the QoS requirements by a 
factor of IO. while keeping the other parameters the same. Re- 
sults show that the DT-CAC schemes can all satisfy the QoS re- 
quirements. Figure 8 shows tha! the improvement of using the 
DT-CAC schemes over the CP scheme is even more significant 

We have further tested the method with different bandwidths 
and traffic ratios. In all cases, the proposed DT-CAC schemes 
can consistently guarantee the target QoS, and can achieve 
lower call blocking probabilities when comparing with the cor- 
responding scheme based on Complete Partitioning. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
In summary, we have proposed a call admission control pol- 

icy for a voiceldata integrated cellular network, adopting a com- 
plete sharing (CS) approach that maximizes the channel effi- 
ciency. We derived the optimal se? of thresholds that can satisfy 
the QoS target on handoff dropping probabilities for both both 
uaffic, while at the same time minimizing the maximal new call 
blocking probability. The results are supported by simulation. 

We have also demonstrated the power of the Simuluted An- 
neuling algorithm. We anticipate when there are more than two 
classes of traffic, simulated annealing can still be used to find 
the optimal parameters in the high dimensional space easily, 
avoiding the inefficiency of an exhaustive search. 

To our pleasant surprise, we find that the four DT-CAC 
schemes yield similar results, so that the optimal control can be 
effectively described by two parameters only. To better under- 
stand the rationale, we investigate the probability distribution 
of states for each scheme, and find that the pMks of the distri- 
butions are all concenwted in a small area at almost the same 
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Arrival Rate Ratio I 2 
QOS I 0.01 I 0.05 

1 1  

TABLE I 
NETWORK CONDITION FOR THE SIMULATION. 

location for the four methods. This shows that the landscape of 
the cost function is very Rat. 

This is particularly encouraging, since we would like to limit 
the number of parameters when there are dramatically more 
traffic classes in future multimedia networks. However, more 
concrete confirmation of this feature is necessary, since we have 
so far considered only a restricted class of statedependent con- 
trol policies characterized by piecewise l i n w  thresholds in the 
state space. 

It is worthwhile to further examine a number of assumptions 
in this method. In particular,fu rther investigations will be car- 
ried out by relaxing the assumptions of the exponential distri- 
bution in both call holdi?ng time and cell residence time (31. 
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Fig. 2. The 3-paramster characte"ration 

Fig. 3. The bparamelsr characlsriration. 

Fig. 4. The 5-paramcm characterization. 
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Fig. 6. Pdd for the mtwork condition in Table 1 
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0 -  

cost 1unnion against call arrival rate 

Fig. 1. Cost function for the network fondinon in Table I .  
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